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Abstract (en)
An apparatus (1) for working metallic bodies by plastic deformation, comprising a supporting frame (2) for a carousel (3) that can rotate intermittently
about a main rotation axis (100) and defines a plurality of supporting seats (3a) for respective metallic bodies to be worked (4), fed to the carousel
(3) by means of a feeder, a front table (5) being provided which can move with an alternating translational motion along a direction that is
substantially parallel to the main rotation axis (100) of the carousel (3), the front table (5) supporting a plurality of working stations (5a) intended to
engage sequentially the metallic bodies (4) supported by the carousel (3); the front table is supported by a longitudinal element (6) that is extended
substantially parallel to the main rotation axis (100) and the supporting frame (2) comprises a first lateral supporting element and at least one second
lateral supporting element (8, 9) for the longitudinal element (6), which are arranged on opposite sides with respect to the front table (5), between
the first and second supporting elements (8, 9) and the longitudinal element (6) there being at least one respective guiding element (10) that is
extended substantially parallel to the rotation axis (100).
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